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Director, FBI

SAC, Anchorage

February 13, 1951

7 OPOBED PLAN INTELLIGENCE COVERAGE
T : AIASKA IN IRE EVENT OF INVASION
(STAY BEIil.tD AGED I PPOGPJi '.)

PERSONAL AND CONF^lj^IAL

(65-r9264)

Ihere is set ont hereinafter a recapitulation of the
Sta behind Agent Program in this office, including information of ar admin-
istrative mture, as well as data concerning agents who have been recor-ronded
and on whom closing reports have beert submitted to the Bureau, together wi th
certain problems encountered and the approach that is being made to tads
assi ynrumt. Referral/Consult

There is transmitted hercwithl

It is suggested that the
oareau oiiieiai nanaimg this matter mav desire TEo~rotBinl

]and obtaining a better perspective of
problems referred to jn communications to and from Washington. Tt ic
that I

Any designated change, of
course, will be immediately brought to the Bureau* s attention.

I. DTAT BEHIND AGENTS

In considering individuals in the territory as potential
Stay Dehind Agents, accent has been placed on enlisting those who have as
many of the following qualifications as could be found*

1 - Persons with good health, loyal to the United States and who
intend to stay in the territory in case of war or invasion*

2 - Persons with an intimate knowledge of the territory or the
locale in which they reside.

3 - Persons with a knowledge of short wave radios.

4 - Persons who own short wave radios and have "ham” licenses.

5 - Persons who are airplane pilots.

B - Persons who own airplanes.

7 - Persons with the ability to survive in the back country of the
territory of Alaska under the most severe conditions for pro-
tracted periods of time.

3faas"~7
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-3 - Persons who have had some experience in caching food, clothing,
arms and ammunition, gasoline and other survival gear,

0 - Persons who have had experience mushing dog teams,

10

- Persons who have had experience with small boats and v/ho know
the waters of Cook Inlet, Prince William Sound and the coast
of Alaska between Shelikof Strait and Prince Rupert,

11 - Persons who own or have access to cabins located in areas
which necessarily will be utilized in this program. Referral/consult

12 - Persons who live in and around

13 - Persons who live on and can observe the highways of Alaska,

14 - Persons who live on and can observe the railroad.

15 Persons who can assist in the operation and maintenance of
a nlife and supply line" •

II* :TP'8ER OF S3AY BEHIND AGENTS

As has been noted heretofore in correspondence with the
Bureau, it is impossible to sat a number of Stay Behind Agents who would be
adequate in giving ample and comprehensive intelligence coverage during an
invasion or occupation. However, the project of obtaining Stay Behind" Agents
will be continued until the Bureau is satisfied that the strategic areas and
all items referred to in I above appear to be sufficiently covered.

There is being set out hereinafter the names and locations
of persons who have been investigated, interviewed and recommended as Stay
Behind Agents for the 3ureauTs ready references

|
— 62-93600 b6

- 62-93639 b7C
62-93602

ALEXANDER 30IAM. Coopers landing - 62-93482
162-95646

— 62-93636

ISK W-MOH. Sirdwood

- 62-93483

- 2 -
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STAY BEHIND AGENT PROGRAM

02-93484
T 02-53524
J 4 V At „ .

Hft v"1VUi A1W dTT.T.TTA Nil TAr.Mr.g- > R2..9$4Qa

- 62-93634

omEm ray VM8M9m

1E=5S
I

zrri:

- 62-93597
7-31159

- 62-93628
fob*. S»«n.rf Z flg-gfe26

IAnchorage

I

’aimer - 52-93626
L fi?.:9B624

- 62-93496

P2-93495
- 62-93647

BERTON MOORE. Annhnrara

G

DJOTT WILLIAM NOEX, Anchorage

XSU Emm QSKMSR BsmL Anchorage

- G2-93621
- 62-93565

£L_Anehori

,
“ 62-

F
-
62-9351

93489
93518

»£. JfCSEHi HARRISON SHELTON, Seward - 62-93494

FCSm RAYMOND SIMS. Palmer - 62-93603
62-93617

U 62-93670
62-93520

horage - 62-93568
- 62-93643

77-44306
62-93644

All other cases on which preliminary reports have been

submitted and Bureau authority requested to conduct an interview, numbering

36 at this writing, have been assigned and Agents are presently on road trips

attempting to locate and interview thorn*

Preliminary reports on 30 additional potential Stay Behind

Agents have been submitted to the Bureau with a request for authority to

interview them*

Cases on 31 individuals have been closed and the individuals

tlenselves not recommended in view of information contained in the Bureau files,

information received here from confidential informants or information contained

in the Anchorage files*
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'mtSmY BEHIi,

As is noted above, continued efforts wii.*.

obtain additional potential Agents but in the interests of comp?,

rany as possible in -the least possible time with the limited per.
**

’ and, this is being deferred until those concerning whom we have hi '
•'

to interview have been contacted and closing reports submitted*

It is noted that we have been able to make several 1

vievjs in such towns in strategic areas as Seward, Fairbanks, Anchorage t 1

Palmer* However, we are now finding that persons to be interviewed resic
in isolated sections and must be sought out one by one* This is consuming
a considerable amount of time* In a number of instances, such persons do n.

'

live in areas covered by the established airlines and it is necessary to
contact bush pilots on a charter basis so that the Agents can be florm in,
waited for and flown out* In some cases it will be necessary to wait until
trappers, hunters or other persons in isolated sections come into Anchorage
or Fairbanks, where we have resident agencies, to be interviewed* Such
persons have no contact whatsoever with the outside world and Agent personnel
would not be utilized efficiently if it were detailed to spend a protracted
period of time hunting them up one at a time*

It is noted also that this office has been hampered in
its efforts to make contacts and interviews in the country surrounding
Glenn Allen, Tok Junction and Big Delta by the severe cold* In this area
in the past several weeks the temperature has been between 60 and 60 degrees
below zero, making travel extremely hazardous*

III* DRAINING
Referral/Consult

Comments concerning training in this program have been
made in Bureau letter of November 29, 1950, Anchorage letter of December 5,
1950, and £r,f

*'h
,
‘vr?‘-a nf ilazaiaaae g tqc,i. Tv. -t-v.*. iog4- t^

—

^-"pod
i±_La rifvr.afl tVin-hl [

It is requester! that a copy or this be forwarded to the Anchorage Office if
it appears to contain material that would help in any phase of this program*

Also with reference to training of the agents when this
program reaches that stage, it is contemplated that all agents be fingerprinted
and photographed in order that this identifying data will be available to the
Bureau and to the administration of this program*
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17. CC ITHiHCATIOiB

STAY BEHIND AGEKT PROGRAM

Referral /Consult

Proposed method of handling radio communications was set
out in Anchorage letter of December 18, 1950, and comments concerning a review
of it by the radio experts in the FBI Laboratory were returned

It is noted that almost all radio installation? in the
territory of Alaska will be in isolated and rugged terrain and it is suggested
that possibly more than one man should be detailed to operate each radio.
This suggestion is augmented by the faot that in almost every case the radio
will need a power unit inasmuch as electricity will not be available. It is
felt that more than one nan will be needed to make such a radio installation
mobile or, if it is stationary, to n>u H for protracted periods of time*
likewise, it is felt that two men would have a better opportunity for survival,
both agains b an enemy and against the rigors of this climate if they were able
to work together. D .w Referral/uonsult

In addition to radio com -unication, it is pos?5ble that
f). ^ref*nr! hn r **

*r r*?id-5 n ^na.v Ti« im* Hcrvr.^vnY* -In tA t*xr nf the faot
tbatl discussions with

cannot be had at this tine*

Communication by courier has been considered, ha b it is
pointed out that such relays will be slow to the point of being almost
useless. In addition to this, in the winter courier by snowshoes and dog
teams will be impossible in many sections • Referral/ConsultReferral/Consult

It is noted that considerable time and effort -'ill be
necessary to transport radios, power units and necessary accessories to
each point of location. The summer is the only season which lends itself
to t .is function. In view of this, it is suggested that the Bureau max-

desire to point out to
|

that almost a
whole peer will be loss it' something is not ctone an this respect duriur
the summer of 1951*

likewise, it is noted that summer is the best and oo Im-

practicable time to carry in materials, build caches and draft maps of the
same* If this project is not started in 1951, it will almost necessarily
have to hi put off until 1952*

•* 5 **
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V* CACEl : 'G

Inasmuch as considerable caching of supplies, arms,

a~runi tion, gasoline, radios and other Arctic survival ge*r will have to

be done, this office is in the process of compiling a dossier on this

activity* It is noted that though contact has been made with the Army and

Air Force in t'no territory, no written material on it has been found.

Hence, urn nro compiling our information from various sources suoh as Fish

and ITildli^o Service} Arctic Survival Malt of the Amy, particularly the
Big Delta, Alaska, section} hunters, trappers and other individusls who have
snent much time in the back country*, -‘is dossier rd 11 contemplate the
follovd up *

A - Essential items to be cached

1 - Radio parts and equipment
2 - Aims and ammunition and other weapons
5 - Clothing
4 - Medicines
G - Foods
6 - Gear and supplies necessary for agents* cover such as

traps, prospectors tools
7 - Photographic equipment
3 - Gear necessary for operation of agents such as field

glasses, cameras where necessary, flashlight,
signal panel, signal mirror and signal flags

9

~ Snowshoes and skis where necessary
10 *» Gasoline when and where necessary
11 — Explosives
12 - Camp gear

3 - Places for caching

1 “ In lakes, streams and rivers
2 **> In caves

Z - In ground
4 - Stilted caches
u - In trees

C - In cabins

0

- ‘aimer of sealing or maki»_ weather tight the cached materials

1 - In sealed cans
2 - In water and moisture proof foil
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3 - In bores -where cache is not exposed to the elements
4 - Canvas or burlap where suitable and cache is not

exposed to the elements

P <* ’Sapping and narking caches

1 - forking same on detailed map#
2 - forking same by directions based on natural terrain

barriers and bounds
3-3

y

personal knowledge of person malting cache

K - Amount of etching materials

1 - Amounts necessary to sustain life of one person for
an arbitrary tern of 2 years

F - Choosing cache locations

1 - General knowledge of -the stay Behind Agent
2 «* Aid of an expert examining the locale in which a cache

is desired

n - ' methods of transporting supplies to cache location

1 - Flying them in
2 - By railroad in certain instances
S - By water
4 - By packing them in

H - The building of caches
Referral/ Consult

1 « By the Stay Behind Agent himself
2 - By experts in this field

It is realised that quite possibly the responsibility for
aarfc nf all of the cachinr fnnct-Ton vn T1 be I I

|
however, this phase is being considered by this office

inasmuch as it appears that time is of the essence and if the program in
this respect is not accelerated and something done on it during the summer
of 1361, it will have to be deferred until the summer of 1952 because of
v/eatber, terrain and other evident obstacles natural to tvir territory*

- 7 -
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FBI STAY BEHIND AGENT PROGRAM

VI# LIFE VvD STTPPLY LINE

Ae teen noted in the reports received by the Bureau
in correction with interviews of those individuals who have been roco- ended
as Stt*r ’V'ind Agents, it is set out whether such individual is able to
operate or owes an airplane. Tn this regard consideration has been given to
the establishment of a lifeline for t*o Stay Behind Agents. It will ba
necessary, of course, to supply t'-eo: from time bo time with arms, anronition,
food, clo uhin._ a~d other gear necessary to the success of this endeavor and
esseobi-1 to the existence of the agents.

This office is -a’riog a study of the most lc-icoV
mountain passes, air routes ani l:;ic.»l spots for landing by pontoons,
s5cis and wheels. These routes, of course, will necessarily eaanats ^rom.
positions in the territory of Alaska and possibly later in Canada which
will be out of the :tone of occupation,

’flhilo an effort has been made to obtain any type cf
written material on such a project, none has been found. Hence, our
sources thus far have been the Fish and T'ildlife Service, which habi fc,#aiy
flies over all of this country in bush type aircraft. We are also contacting
the CAA here which has detailed maps of all of the country in which we are
interested* In addition, we are also obtaining information from bn3h
pilots, big game guides who own planes and prospectors who own planes
in order that we nay ultimately have a complete* dossier on this* field.

Referral/ Consult
Xti 'bins T*h " r

*!i

in view oF the fact that
[ $£ is

felt that such a study should be made even though it is discarded -at a
later date* Referral/ Consult

In connect?.on with this project or if
|

Hoce.srrr gasoline caches vdlTTE. , ISve^Ho^HiTwade
at v»r' • ‘US pl-.oes in the territory inasmuch as -the type of piano (bush
aircraft) will not be able to fly sorties to all Stay Behind Agent locations
and return to its base wi tkont refueling.

Also with reference to this life and supply line, it is
pointed out that gasoline caches will liove to be made durin0* the summer

. . _ _ . X. , L .A 1.1 l • r . . * _no,vtths in a groat part cf the territory* If somethire is r-ut Gone '.n
phase of the pro,yam during the sinner’’ of 1953, it necessarily rail hive
to be deferred until the following summer*

is
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SHY BEHIND AGENT PROGRAM

VIX, C-NTERENCES tflTHl
Referral /Consult

Conferences have continued with
I J~

Ibub the situation there remains as the Bureau Ms seen aaviSBC. I

J

This matter will continue to receive priority attention
and the bureau will he advised of all developments.


